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Microcombs for ultrafast optical interferometry
Israel Rebolledo-Salgado
Photonics Laboratory
Department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience (MC2)
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

The optical frequency comb has revolutionized the field of laser spec-
troscopy. This type of laser, characterized by an array of uniformly
spaced and coherent laser lines, finds promise in photonic platforms for
the integration of chip-scale spectrometers. On-chip frequency comb
generation can be achieved through microresonators, driven by a single-
frequency laser, yielding ultrashort light pulses with a broad spectral
bandwidth.

In this thesis, linear interferometry techniques using frequency combs
are analyzed, particularly the dual-comb configuration. By using two-
frequency combs, this technique enables the optical sampling of a device
under test with high resolution and short measurement times. The in-
terest for implementing this technique using microcombs has attracted
a high interest, however, its realization is still challenging.

This work studies the dynamics of microcomb generation and their
impact on its spectral properties. As a result, it is proposed different
methods to stabilize their output which has allowed us to implement
dual-comb interferometry for the first time using platicon microcombs.
Additionally, a method to tune a microcomb is proposed, potentially
overcoming the limitation imposed by sparse spectral sampling, primarily
determined by the comb spacing.

Furthermore, the dynamics of spectral broadening are investigated,
resulting in the generation of coherent octave-spanning spectra using
ultra-low loss nano-photonic waveguides. Overall, the results of this the-
sis underline the capacity of chip-scale frequency combs to offer extensive
spectral coverage, high resolution, sensitivity, and rapid measurement
times in optical interferometry.

Keywords: optical frequency combs, microcombs, pulses, nonlinear op-
tics, interferometry, integrated photonics, supercontinuum generation
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Sammanfattning

Den optiska frekvenskammen har revolutionerat forskningsområdet
laserspektroskopi. Denna typ av laser, som kännetecknas av en rad lik-
formigt fördelade och koherenta laserlinjer, har visat sig vara särskillt lo-
vande för chipintegrerad spektrometeri. Frekvenskamgenerering på chip
kan uppnås genom mikroresonatorer som drivs av en laser, vilket ger
ultrakorta ljuspulser med en bred spektral bandbredd.

I denna avhandling analyseras linjära interferometritekniker som an-
vänder frekvenskammar, särskilt konfigurationen med dubbla frekven-
skammar. Genom att använda två frekvenskammar tillåter denna teknik
spektropskopisk mätning av ett prov med hög upplösning och korta
mättider. Intresset för att implementera denna teknik med hjälp av
mikrokammar har väckt stort intresse, men förverkligandet är fortfarande
utmanande.

I denna avhandling studeras dynamiken i generering av mikrokam-
mar och deras inverkan på deras spektrala egenskaper. Specfikt demon-
streras olika metoder för att stabilisera genereringen, vilket har gjort det
möjligt att för första gången implementera interferometri med dubbla
platikonmikrokammar. Dessutom presenteras en metod för att finjustera
en mikrokam, något som potentiellt kan används för att övervinna de be-
gränsningar som uppstår från avståndet mellan olika kamtänder.

Dessutom undersöks i avhandligen dynamiken för spektral breddning,
och med hjälp av nanofotonikvågledare med ultralåg förlust, uppnås
generering av koherenta spektra som är större än en oktav. Sammantaget
bidrar resultaten av denna avhandling till att möjliggöra frekvenskam-
mar i chipsskala med omfattande spektral täckning, hög upplösning, hög
känslighet och snabba mättider inom området optisk interferometri.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The spectral nature of light can be readily seen in a rainbow when the
rain showers. This occurs when the light from the sun is refracted as it
passes through the water droplets in the air. Although this phenomenon
has amazed people for thousands of years, the presence of colors was
merely a curiosity without any scientific significance. This changed in
the 17th century when Isaac Newton realized the separation of sunlight
into a series of colors, introducing the concept of a spectrum for the
first time. In his experiments, he used an arrangement composed of a
lens, a prism, and a screen to analyze the light. The invention of this
first spectrograph, and the later work on the observation of dark lines in
the solar spectrum made by Wolleston and Fraunhofer, established the
beginning of modern spectroscopy [1].

Optical spectroscopy is nowadays a ubiquitous tool in research and
industry since it offers methods to characterize samples non-destructively
with high sensitivity. Spectroscopy can be realized over the whole elec-
tromagnetic spectrum, where the wavelength regions are of different rel-
evance depending on the application. Concretely in optical spectroscopy,
the mid-IR and far-IR regions are quite appealing since many chemical
substances have vibrational transitions that can be probed directly.

From the early days of spectroscopy, incoherent broadband light
sources, such as xenon arc lamps, halogen-based sources, and thermal
emitters have been employed since they are cost-effective and very simple
to operate [2]. These sources in combination with Fourier-transform (FT)
spectrometers have been traditionally used for absorption spectroscopy,
i.e. intensity-based spectra measured as a function of the frequency or
wavelength [3]. Additional information about the sample under test can
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Chapter 1. Introduction

be retrieved by measuring the phase which offers insights into the tem-
poral behavior of the optical field. This can be achieved using spectral
interferometry, where the measurement of the amplitude and phase of an
unknown sample is possible under the assumption that the light source
is known.

1.1 Laser interferometry

The advent of the laser led to a revolution in optical interferometry
since it provided an intense source of light with a high degree of tempo-
ral and spatial coherence. This, in turn, translates into highly sensitive
measurements with high spectral resolution limited in theory only by
the linewidth of the laser. These properties have stimulated numer-
ous applications of laser spectroscopy in a wide range of areas, includ-
ing environmental monitoring, medical diagnosis, chemical analysis, and
material science [4, 5]. However, a significant limitation of laser-based
spectroscopy lies in the spectral bandwidth of the lasers employed for
these applications, e.g. tunable lasers.

At the beginning of this century, a new type of laser called frequency
comb, initially developed for metrology, has proven to be an excellent
source for optical spectroscopy [6, 7]. The unique feature of frequency
combs is that they possess broad spectral emission composed of discrete
evenly-spaced laser lines. Thus, applied to spectroscopy, they combine a
large spectral span (a distinctive characteristic of FT spectroscopy using
incoherent sources) with the narrow linewidth resolution and high inten-
sity offered by laser spectroscopy [8]. Furthermore, the most significant
advantage of frequency combs for spectroscopy is the possibility of cali-
brating the frequency scale with high accuracy, enabling the comparison
of measurements between laboratories around the world.

The use of frequency combs has been applied to an extensive number
of applications including biochemical environmental sensing [9], human
breath analysis [10], gas absorption spectroscopy [11,12] and astronomy
[13]. These implementations have leveraged frequency combs in various
spectroscopy configurations utilizing their different properties which can
be roughly characterized by spectral coverage, sampling, and resolution.

Spectral coverage. Depending on their architecture, frequency combs
can extend over large optical spans, in some cases, covering multiple
frequency octaves [14]. The coherent nature of frequency combs is por-
trayed as a train of pulses in the time domain, where the pulse duration
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1.1. Laser interferometry

reduces as the optical bandwidth increases. This provides a high res-
olution in time, making them extremely useful for measuring ultrafast
phenomena. At the same time, their spatial resolution given by their
pulse duration is typically in the order of micrometers which is useful
for microscopy applications. The optical bandwidth and region of emis-
sion of the frequency comb typically depend on its gain medium, and by
employing nonlinear frequency conversion it is possible to increase the
frequency span and access spectral regions of challenging direct emission
such as the mid-infrared [15]. In this regard, the near-infrared region
is perhaps the most mature technology in terms of coherent spectral
sources fueled by telecommunication applications. Although vibrational
overtones coming from molecular phenomena can be measured in this
region, equally important is that the methods developed and tested in
the near-IR, can in principle be applied to longer wavelengths.

Spectral resolution. The linewidth of the frequency comb lines can
be extremely narrow, often in the order of a few hertz to kilohertz. This
is a direct consequence of the high degree of phase coherence among the
comb lines. Frequency combs can be frequency stabilized to sub-Hertz
linewidth lasers which allows to transfer of their low noise properties to
the comb lines [16]. Narrow linewidth offers the possibility of defining
spectral features with high precision, however, it is necessary to resolve
the individual lines of the frequency comb.

Spectral sampling. Although the spectral resolution is imparted by
the linewidth of the frequency comb when probing a sample, due to its
discrete nature, the measurements are performed at the frequency of
the repetition rate of the comb. Depending on the comb platform, the
spectral sampling can be in the order of hundreds of MHz to tens of
GHz. Therefore, the repetition rate of the comb should be chosen as a
function of the type of sample to be measured. In most cases, the comb
spacing is usually a parameter fixed by construction, directly related to
the length of the cavity where the comb is generated. Thus implying a
trade-off between the compactness of the frequency comb and its spectral
sampling.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Miniaturization of spectrometers via inte-
grated photonics

1.2.1 Dispersive and interferometric microspectrometers

In the previous section, the basic properties of the frequency comb were
presented, but equally important for performing spectroscopy are the
instrumental schemes. Ultra-high resolution measurements are attain-
able with modern spectrometers, for example, based on dispersive ele-
ments. In traditional grating-based designs, the light is spatially sepa-
rated and projected onto a photo-detector array. Another approach is
using Fourier-transform (FT) spectrometers based on scanning interfer-
ometric systems [3, 17]. Using such a configuration, an optical signal is
split into two optical paths, one with a different length which will cause
a temporal delay. The two arms are then combined and an interference
pattern is obtained from the superposition of the original optical signal
with its delayed copy. This type of spectrometer can record well-resolved
spectra, however, it requires long-distance scanning ranges.

These conventional setups can deliver outstanding performance but
they rely on large instrumental setups due to the inherent relation be-
tween resolution and optical path length. Some applications such as
industrial monitoring processes, medical diagnosis [18, 19] or food qual-
ity monitoring [20] do not require ultra-high resolution, but instead need
compact systems that can perform on-spot measurements. Thus, a trend
towards the miniaturization of spectrometers has emerged during the
last decade. The miniaturization of spectrometers can enable portabil-
ity, reduction of footprint, lower power consumption, and wafer-scale
fabrication [21]. There is also an increased interest in embedded micro
spectrometers on smartphones for bio-sensing which can take advantage
of the data processing power of mobile computing [18,22].

Many approaches have investigated the possibility of mimicking the
bench-top strategy based on dispersive and interferometric techniques
[23–25]. Several demonstrations of on-chip spectrometers have been re-
ported using photonic integrated circuits such as waveguides and gratings
to perform a similar task as free-space optics components [26–28]. For
example, using arrayed waveguide gratings to build dispersive spectrom-
eters. However, the trade-off between the footprint size and resolution
still remains [29–31]. Additionally, the dispersive configuration suffers
from high signal-to-noise ratio penalties due to the spreading of light
into different channels and is also more vulnerable to fabrication errors
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1.2. Miniaturization of spectrometers via integrated photonics

that can produce cross-talk among the channels.
The integration of FT spectrometers has been also shown using in-

tegrated planar platforms [25, 32, 33]. In traditional FT spectrometers,
the movement of mirrors is performed to tune the optical path length.
In planar technologies such as silicon photonics, this is achieved using
a thermo-optic modulation effect, or employing arrays of discrete inte-
grated interferometers [34, 35]. Fourier transform spectrometers, bene-
fit from a multiplexing advantage where many spectral components are
measured simultaneously.

The reduction of spectrometers inevitably poses a challenge due to
the competing requirements in terms of size and performance. Although
boosted SNR and high resolution are now possible, reducing the chip
footprint is an ongoing topic of investigation regarding the scalability of
dispersive and FT spectrometers. A path towards mass-scale production
is the use of silicon photonics, enabled by lithography-based fabrication
and its compatibility with CMOS technologies.

1.2.2 Chip-scale dual-comb spectrometers

The advances of photonic integration have also provided a route towards
the miniaturization of frequency combs and their mass-scale manufac-
turing [36]. The accessibility of high-performance frequency combs has
significantly contributed to the appeal of a comb-enabled spectroscopy
technique, the dual-comb spectrometer. This scheme is based on the
Fourier-transform approach but replaces the moving components with
a second frequency comb. The evolution of integrated frequency comb
technology has enabled the realization of dual-comb spectroscopy using
chip scale devices based on semiconductor materials [37–39] and nonlin-
ear frequency generation [40–43].

Semiconductor gain materials have attracted significant attention
for the realization of integrated frequency combs emitting in the mid-
infrared and terahertz frequency regions. Some of their key advantages
are wafer-scale fabrication, electrical pump operation, and by engineering
the semiconductor band-gap is possible to tailor the wavelength region
emission [39,44]. These integrated sources of radiation have shown to be
suitable to perform dual-comb spectroscopy with similar performance as
conventional fiber-based systems [37,39,45]. Nevertheless, an important
trade-off of this technology is the frequency bandwidth limited by the
material gain.

Frequency combs can be also generated in nonlinear media pumped
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Chapter 1. Introduction

with continuous wave lasers. Depending on the type of nonlinearity of
the medium, the generated frequency combs exhibit different spectral
characteristics [36]. Integrated nonlinear frequency combs rely on the
ability to strongly confine the modes in a waveguide to harness nonlin-
ear effects. The first demonstrations were made based on Kerr nonlinear
microresonators [46], since then the research field has been very active
during the last decade. An important characteristic of Kerr nonlinear
combs is that their gain bandwidth is not limited by the material but
instead can be tailored by waveguide geometry, giving excellent design
flexibility. In addition to Kerr comb generation, other integrated fre-
quency combs based on electro-optic effects [47, 48] and wave-nonlinear
interaction have gained significant attention.

Indeed, the generation of Kerr combs has been explored in different
material platforms that offer high nonlinearities and the possibility of
dispersion engineering. However, silicon nitride has become a successful
platform for integrated photonics since it possesses a large transparency
window (0.4 µm - 4µm) [49], this is appealing for spectroscopy as it can
cover regions of interest such as visible and mid-infrared. Furthermore,
silicon nitride stands out due to its compatibility with CMOS processes
and planar fabrication [50, 51]. On-chip nonlinear Kerr combs have ex-
ploited the attainable broad spectral bandwidth and coherence to real-
ize dual-comb spectroscopy in the near-infrared region [40, 41]. Recent
works have also demonstrated the use of these combs in a dual-comb
interferometry configuration for ranging measurements [52–54]. These
demonstrations allow us to envision mass-scale fabricated comb-based
spectrometers entirely integrated on a single chip that can be employed
in industrial applications.

1.3 This thesis

This thesis focuses on the study of the generation of chip-scale frequency
combs to extend its capabilities to broadband optical spectroscopy. The
chip-based frequency combs are realized through supercontinuum gen-
eration (SCG) in optical waveguides and Kerr-comb generation in mi-
croresonators. The research is framed around the challenges of realizing
chip-scale dual-comb spectrometers such as coherence and long-term sta-
bility. Different interferometry techniques based on established frequency
comb sources were analyzed to provide insights into comb-spectroscopy in
the frequency and time domain. Ultimately, phase-sensitive dual-comb
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1.3. This thesis

spectroscopy is demonstrated using on-chip Kerr combs over a broad
spectral range in the near-infrared region. As a step towards broadband
ultra-high resolution spectroscopy, a method for tuning microcombs is
proposed that can potentially mitigate the coarse spectral sampling in-
herent to microcombs.

In paper A, we proposed the supercontinuum generation implemented
in the silicon nitride platform due to the high nonlinear coefficient and
the absence of nonlinear absorption losses. The study is focused on the
operation in the all-normal dispersion regime as it allows the coherent
broadening of spectra using frequency combs with a high repetition rate.
An extensive investigation of the coherence properties of the broadened
spectra is also performed.

An important challenge in frequency comb generation using microres-
onators is the usable power per comb line achieved. Microcombs gen-
erated in cavities that exhibit normal dispersion offer a high conversion
efficiency, meaning an enhanced high signal-to-noise ratio for interfer-
ometric measurements. In paper B, the generation of microcombs in
the normal dispersion regime using a mode-coupling interaction for the
initiation is explored. The effects of mode-coupling interaction and its
implications on the spectral characteristics of the microcomb were also
studied. Furthermore, we realize dual-comb interferometry for the first
time using normal dispersion microcombs.

The integration of this technology offers the possibility of realizing
chip-scale spectrometers that cover broad spectral bandwidths with a
resolution given by the linewidth of the comb teeth. The implications of
frequency combs for linear spectroscopy techniques are also provided as
part of this study [paper C].

In paper D, as part of an extensive study on wafer-scale fabrication
of microcombs, the demonstration of tri-comb interferometry for broad-
band phase-sensitive spectroscopy is performed. This work, shows the
enabling possibilities of space multiplicity, as a large number of micro-
combs with similar spectral characteristics were fabricated. Combined
with low power consumption, the use of dual-comb spectrometers for
multiple sensing points is demonstrated.

A stable operation of microcombs is necessary to perform not
only spectroscopy but most of the system-level applications. In paper
E, an active control method is presented using a simple approach
to stabilize the detuning of the continuous wave laser pumping the
microresonator. This approach is also leveraged in paper F, where the
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tuning of a microcomb is demonstrated maintaining a low-state noise.
The controlled tuning of a microcomb can be employed to increase the
spectral sampling in comb spectroscopy hindered by its repetition rate.

Thesis outline

In Chapter 2, the general description of frequency combs is provided
along with the different mechanisms to generate them. Chapter 3 re-
volves around the Kerr microcomb generation using nonlinear nano-
photonic waveguides. Chapter 4 focuses on dual-comb interferometry,
its applications, and challenges employing high repetition rate frequency
combs. In Chapter 5, an overview of the characterization techniques of
microcombs and their stabilization is provided. The future outlook of
the research work is presented in Chapter 6. Finally, a summary of the
papers is presented in Chapter 7, where my contributions are mentioned
in detail. Following, two appendices are included which include a de-
tailed schematic to perform dual-comb interferometry using microcombs
(Appendix A) and the steps followed to couple free-space light into a
waveguide (Appendix A). The appended papers are at the end of the
thesis.
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Chapter 2

Optical frequency combs

In this chapter, a general description of frequency combs is provided
along with the different mechanisms to generate them. Particular atten-
tion is given to high-repetition-rate frequency combs, as they have been
employed in this research study. Their integration and applications with
a central focus on comb-based spectroscopy are also discussed.

2.1 General description of frequency combs

Since the first realization of the laser, it was realized that full control
over its frequency would enable a large number of possibilities in science
and technological applications. However, the challenge of measuring its
absolute frequency was immediately evident as the frequencies were too
high to be measured directly. This sparked massive efforts to develop
clockworks that could enable measuring the frequency of coherent light.
For this purpose, a method proposed was to use harmonic frequency
chains based on a stable 100 MHz reference which was multiplied over
a large factor to reach optical frequencies. Although this scheme en-
abled the measurement of visible light, it required a large complex setup
with the size of an entire facility and it could only measure a single
optical frequency [55]. The advent of a self-referenced frequency comb
greatly simplified the measurement of light as it provided a bi-directional
connection between the radio-frequency and optical domains [56]. This
technology was later recognized with half of the Nobel prize in 2005 [6,7].

An optical frequency comb can be defined as a laser source that emits
a series of narrow frequency lines that are equally spaced by its repetition
rate (frep). In the time domain, its output consists of a pulse train with
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Chapter 2. Optical frequency combs

a constant period, given by the inverse of the repetition rate frequency
(1/frep). Likewise, the frequency comb can be assumed to be a source of
pulses with a carrier frequency (fc) modulated by a pulse envelope A(t).
Mathematically, this can be represented as a Fourier series, where the
electrical field of the comb is:

E(t) = Re(A(t) exp(i2πfct)) = Re(ΣnAn exp(i(fc + nfrept)), (2.1)

where An are the Fourier components of A(t) and frep is the repetition
frequency of the comb. Given that fc is not necessarily an exact multiple
of the repetition rate, the spectral lines of the comb are all shifted by
a common offset frequency f0. The frequency comb can then be fully
described if the carrier-envelope offset frequency (f0) and the repetition
rate are known. Hence, the absolute optical frequency of each comb line
(fn) is represented by:

fn = f0 + nfrep. (2.2)

Commonly known as the comb equation, Equation 2.2 illustrates that
with the knowledge of these two frequencies, any optical frequency of
the comb can be precisely and accurately identified based on f0 and frep
[57,58]. Measurement of these frequencies with sufficiently high accuracy,
provided a straightforward conversion from a microwave frequency to an
optical frequency with a multiplication factor n (typically falling within
the range of 105 − 106).

Different frequency comb platforms have been developed providing
astonishing levels of stability and precision, nevertheless, the knowledge
of f0 will be always a key ingredient in the pursuit of absolute accuracy.
In the following, an MLL laser, which was used in the first realization of
f0 and frep control will be used as an example to provide a better grasp
of the frequency comb structure.

2.1.1 Mode-locked lasers

Mode-locking is an important concept in frequency comb technology and
refers to the process in which a self-organization of different optical fre-
quencies in a cavity allows the generation of pulses. The foundations
of frequency combs can be traced back to 1960, with the experimental
demonstration of an active mode-locked laser (MLL) using a Q-switching
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method [59]. This technique utilized an active modulation of the internal
losses of the cavity to control the Q-factor of the resonator. A passive
scheme of mode-locking was later proposed replacing the modulators
with a fast saturable absorber [60]. A diagram of a MLL setup using a
passive scheme is depicted in Figure 2.1 (a).

Later work employed the Kerr-lens effect to achieve mode-locking
using a titanium-sapphire crystal as the gain medium [61]. Titanium-
sapphire lasers became the most widespread configuration as they pro-
vide wide spectral bandwidths in the form of femtosecond pulses. Nev-
ertheless, these mode-locking techniques did not include active feedback
stabilization and as a consequence, a dephasing of the pulses occurred
due to perturbations in the cavity. It was later shown that active control
of the carrier-envelope phase using a self-referencing method will enable
absolute optical frequency metrology [62, 63]. Nowadays, mode-locked
lasers are an established technology for frequency comb generation. Their
optical bandwidth is given by the gain of the rare-earth doped material,
usually covering tens of nanometers (see Figure 2.1 (b)).

CW
laser

Wavelength [nm]

Po
w
er
[d
B]

a) b)

gain

saturable
absorber

Figure 2.1: Mode-locked laser. (a) The basic setup of a mode-locked laser,
where a gain medium is placed in the cavity and a saturable absorber mirror
is used to achieve passive mode-locking. (b) The measured spectrum of a
femtosecond mode-locked laser from Menlo systems, the spectral envelope is
not resolved by the optical spectrum analyzer and appears to be continuous
due to the low repetition rate of 250 MHz.

The repetition rate (frep)

This frequency corresponds to the space between two consecutive comb
lines. In the time domain, its output is a series of consecutive pulses
with a time separation Tr related to the length of the laser cavity that
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can be expressed as follows:

Tr =
1

frep
=

L

νg
, (2.3)

where frep is the repetition rate of the frequency comb, L is the length
of the cavity, and νg is the group velocity of the pulse. This relationship
indicates the dependence of the repetition rate with the optical cavity
length. It is also evident that variations in the cavity length will have a
direct impact on the repetition rate and the pulse-to-pulse time.

The output pulses of the mode-locked laser are conformed by massive
amplitude modulation of the frequency carrier by all the spectral com-
ponents of the frequency comb. This means that all the optical modes
interfere with each other to form a pulse, the larger the number of fre-
quency components the shorter the pulse it is. The direct photodetection
of these pulses will produce a large number N of frequency harmonics of
the repetition rate. However, it does not provide information on the off-
set frequency, which is common for all of the comb modes. For example,
considering the beating of two frequency comb lines (m and n), the beat
note measured will yield information on the repetition rate only, i.e.,

νm − νn = (f0 +mfrep)− (f0 + nfrep) = (m− n)frep. (2.4)

In the case of a fiber-based MLL, the control of the repetition rate
frequency can be easily performed since it can be measured using a suf-
ficiently fast photo-detector. Its frequency stabilization can be realized
by active feedback to the laser cavity length.

The offset frequency (f0)

As mentioned before, a key feature of a frequency comb is the ability
to measure and control its offset frequency (f0) enabled through self-
referencing. The direct detection of f0 is extremely difficult since it is
related to the phase of the optical carrier. In an MLL, this arises due
to the fact that the pulses coming out are not fully identical due to
dispersion in the cavity. Instead, a phase shift ∆ϕ = 2πf0/frep between
the peak of the envelope and the nearest peak of the carrier wave occurs
as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). This phase variation ∆ϕ evolves from pulse
to pulse and translates in a frequency shift f0 of the complete comb (Fig.
2.2 b).
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T = 1 / f rep
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I(f)
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E(t) fn = nfrep+f0
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Figure 2.2: (a) Time-domain representation of an optical frequency comb.
(b) In the frequency domain, the OFC consists of a broad spectrum of equally
spaced comb lines, whose optical frequencies are given by fn = nfrep + f0.

In order to assess f0 directly, one would need to measure the os-
cillations of the carrier, which is simply not possible with the existing
technology.

2.1.2 Self-referencing

A method to determine the offset frequency was proposed in [62,64] using
a nonlinear conversion method. This technique, called self-referencing,
uses a f − 2f interferometer and requires that the bandwidth of the fre-
quency comb spans at least one octave. This was achieved using a highly
nonlinear fiber, called photonic crystal fiber [62, 65, 66]. A schematic of
the self-referencing method using a broadened frequency comb spanning
an optical octave is shown in figure 2.3. In a f − 2f interferometer, a
comb mode in the low-frequency side is doubled using a nonlinear crystal
and interfered with a comb mode that is twice the frequency, providing
a frequency beat note as:

2(nfrep + f0)− (2nfrep + f0) = f0. (2.5)

Achieving self-referencing does not rely exclusively upon second har-
monic generation but other nonlinear effects can be employed. It is for
example possible to measure f0 using (n− 1)f −nf schemes such as the
2f-3f approach where only two-thirds of an octave are required [67]. In
fact, these schemes have been employed with Kerr nonlinear frequency
combs, relaxing the requirements of the spectral broadening needed for
self-referencing [68].

The control of the degrees of freedom of the optical frequency comb
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f = nfrep + f0

x2

PD

f = 2(nfrep + f0)

f = 2nfrep + f0

2(nfrep + f0) - (2nfrep + f0) = f0

Figure 2.3: Self-referencing technique using a f − 2f method. A mode n at
the red side of the spectrum is frequency doubled using a nonlinear crystal.
If the frequency comb covers a full optical octave span, a mode 2n with a
frequency 2nfrep + f0 is located on the blue side- The beat note between the
doubled-frequency mode and the 2n yields the offset frequency.

discussed so far widely enhanced the capabilities of precision metrol-
ogy. These applications ranged from atomic clock comparisons [69, 70]
to molecular spectroscopy [71]. However, not all applications require
absolute frequency stability but rather flexibility in the repetition rate
tuning and higher power per line. In the following section, other comb
generators and their capabilities will be discussed.

2.2 High-repetition-rate optical frequency
combs

2.2.1 Electro-optic frequency combs

Electro-optic (EO) frequency combs stand out from other frequency
comb generators because of their repetition rate tunability, high opti-
cal power handling, and stable operation [72, 73]. They are based on
electro-optic modulation. In short, a CW laser is modulated by a mi-
crowave signal such that sidebands are generated in the laser spectrum,
in which the central and repetition frequencies are defined by the fre-
quency of the laser and the modulation frequency, respectively. These
two parameters can be chosen freely within the operation bandwidth of
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2.2. High-repetition-rate optical frequency combs

the modulators, providing a simple yet powerful technique to generate a
comb.

Generation

Several configurations of electro-optic combs have been implemented
with the purpose of obtaining flat spectral envelopes, which are appeal-
ing for spectroscopy and communication applications. In this section,
a configuration using cascaded phase and intensity modulators will be
discussed since this approach has been employed for the work presented
in paper A.

The modulators work utilizing the Pockels electro-optic effect where
the refractive index varies in the presence of an electric field. We can start
considering a single phase modulator, where the strong phase-modulation
imparted on a CW laser will result in a periodic chirp of the light. This
means that the modulator simply varies the phase in proportion to the
driving voltage, which is generally a sinusoidal electrical waveform with a
frequency ωm. Thus, the optical field of the modulator can be described
as:

E(t) = A0 exp(iωct+ i∆ϕ sin(ωmt)), (2.6)

where A0 and ωc are the amplitude of the modulation signal and
the carrier frequency. The factor ∆ϕ is the so-called modulation index
equal to πV/Vπ, which relates the voltage of driving RF-signal, V , with
the half-wave voltage of the modulator, Vπ. The latter determines the
electrical power required to achieve a π-phase change. The ratio be-
tween these two parameters must be maximized in order to achieve a
broad optical spectrum. In practice, the RF power is limited and the
Vπ is intrinsically limited by the waveguide structure and electro-optic
coefficient of the modulator.

In order to extend the optical bandwidth of the EO comb, it is com-
mon to employ a series of N phase modulators [74]. The price to pay
using such a scheme is a linear increase of the optical insertion loss with
each modulator. Additionally, the temporal phase between the modula-
tors must be carefully aligned using electrical phase shifters. This EO
comb configuration is depicted in Figure 2.4 a, where an additional in-
tensity modulator is located at the output of the comb for flattening the
spectrum. The intensity modulator should be biased to provide a train
of pseudo-square pulses. If this temporal signal is correctly aligned with
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Figure 2.4: a) Electro-optic comb generation using phase and intensity modu-
lation. The cascaded configuration of the two phase modulators (PM) increase
the effective modulation depth, while the intensity modulator (IM) flattens the
optical spectrum. b) Optical spectrum measured at the output.

the phase of the modulators, the pulses coming out will exhibit a linear
phase and hence equalize the spectrum [75]. With this configuration,
one usually can get a bandwidth of ∼ 1 THz, with such bandwidth the
phase noise performance is only limited to the pump laser linewidth since
minimal degradation from the RF-clock purity has been found [74,76].

Spectral broadening

Although it is straightforward to extend the optical bandwidth in a con-
figuration with cascaded modulators, it is inconvenient as it will scale
the number of modulators and RF components. A common method to
enhance the optical bandwidth is using high-nonlinear fibers. Demon-
strations of electro-optic combs broadening to tens of nanometers while
maintaining the comb structure have been reported by exploiting soliton
compression in anomalous dispersion fibers [73,77,78]. An alternative is
to broaden the spectra using normal dispersion fibers or waveguides as
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The dispersion regime where
the fiber operates is of significant importance in order to avoid the de-
coherence of the pulses as a result of the amplification of input noise.

EO combs have been spectrally broadened to bandwidths that span
over an octave to enable self-referencing [79]. For such large broadening,
the phase noise accumulation should also be considered in order to main-
tain the coherence as it increases with respect to the line number [80].
Self-referencing using EO combs, has been demonstrated using a two-
stage process to realize such broadening where an initial broadening is
performed mainly using a self-phase modulation mechanism operating
at a low dispersion. In the second stage, the chirp of the pulse is com-
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pensated and coupled to either a fiber or a waveguide that has been
dispersion-engineered to perform a large broadening [79,81]. In [79], the
phase noise was mitigated using a microwave cavity in a stabilized-local-
oscillator configuration, diminishing the comb linewidth broadening far
from the central frequency. Equally important was the use of an optical
cavity (with a free spectral range matched to the comb repetition rate)
to filter out the optical phase noise.

2.2.2 Integrated architectures

The electro-optic frequency comb generator previously described is an
established technology that employs bulk lithium niobate modulators
[72–74]. A similar output spectrum has been realized leveraging the
thin-film lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI) platform showing a high
performance in terms of optical propagation loss and driving voltage
[82,83].

Similar to EO combs, micro-resonators generate a frequency comb
starting from a CW laser. However, the principle is completely different.
The generation of a microcomb is based on the resonant re-circulation
of light that allows the build-up of optical power to harness the non-
linearities of the medium. The first demonstrations of microcombs were
based on whispering gallery mode resonators and have spread over a large
number of fabrication technologies and materials [84, 85]. As the focus
of this thesis is centered around microcombs, a detailed explanation will
be given in the next chapter.

Other platforms such as semiconductor gain materials are appealing
for the realization of coherent frequency combs in a wafer-scale produc-
tion. Integrated mode-locked lasers can be generated in quantum well
(QW) structures or quantum dot materials (QD) in order to generate
short pulses in visible and near-infrared wavelengths [86–90]. Based on
quantum wells, quantum cascade lasers are another attractive solution to
generate combs in the mid-infrared and the terahertz region [44, 91, 92].
Indeed, the field of integrated platforms has advanced rapidly, and the
reader looking for details can find them in excellent sources in the liter-
ature [36,93].

2.2.3 Applications

Frequency combs with high repetition rates are appealing to applica-
tions such as communications, astronomy, and RF photonics, they are
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less demanding in terms of bandwidth and absolute stabilization but in-
stead, the frequency spacing plays a more important role [13, 72, 94]. In
astronomy, a frequency comb is superimposed with the observed light
collected using a spectrograph, providing an accurate calibration of the
wavelength scales [95]. A challenge for this application is that the ad-
jacent comb modes should be easily resolved from one to another, the
initial demonstrations made use of an MLL filtered by a Fabry-Perot
cavity to increase the effective mode spacing. These sources referred
to as astrocombs, are now realized using electro-optic combs or micro-
combs that provide directly a wider comb spacing eliminating the need
for complex filtering setups [96–98].

In optical communications, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
is a successful technology where OFCs can be exploited as optical carriers
that can be modulated and transmitted, potentially replacing hundreds
of lasers with a single unit. The spacing of the optical channels is stan-
dardized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) typically
in 25, 50, and 100 GHz. This channel spacing can be delivered by electro-
optic and Kerr nonlinear frequency combs which have proven to be a
robust and compact alternative in modern communications [94,99,100].

Another communication technology is RF photonics, where the main
incentive is to provide functionalities to microwave systems that are im-
possible due to their limitations in bandwidth [72]. One example is the
generation of arbitrary waveforms using pulse shaping methods, this re-
quires a frequency comb at a high repetition rate in order to match the
resolution of the available shapers [101]. This technique has been used
in paper A to compress the output pulses of an electro-optic comb and
in papers B and D to program a phase filter across the optical spectrum
of a microcomb.

Uses for spectroscopy

Although having a low repetition rate comb (in the MHz range) is de-
sirable for spectroscopy as it increases the spectral sampling resolution,
working with repetition rates in the GHz range is particularly suitable for
applications where dynamic measurements are needed. For example, us-
ing a single comb for molecular spectroscopy, in [102] cesium transitions
were probed with the pulses of an EO comb which provided a microsec-
ond scale of measurements. Other studies on atomic spectroscopy have
also benefited from the flexibility of the tuning of the line spacing to
achieve rapid temporally resolved measurements [103,104].
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By using two frequency combs, dual-comb spectroscopy (DCS) has
aroused the highest interest due to its performance capabilities in terms
of SNR and fast measurements. EO comb generators are very attrac-
tive for dual-comb spectroscopy since they significantly reduce complex-
ity compared to MLLs-based systems. Several demonstrations for gas
spectroscopy have been reported using this configuration [105–107]. Al-
though the large spectral sampling given by the repetition rate could
be detrimental, it allows to have a high refresh rate of measurements
[108–110]. Microcombs are also very attractive to implement this config-
uration since they represent an opportunity to reduce component size and
complexity in a myriad of outside laboratory applications [40,53,54,111].

DCS on-chip has been demonstrated in the near-IR region where
most of the microcomb demonstrations have been focused [112–115].
Demonstrations in the mid-infrared have also been realized in the wave-
length range from 2.6 µm to 4.1 µm in the silicon platform [42]. Other
approaches to perform DCS in the mid-IR region with GHz sampling
resolution involve the use of a nonlinear crystal [43] to convert from a
near-IR microcombs to the mid-IR region [116]. The dual comb tech-
nique, demonstrated in papers B and D will be covered in more detail in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Chip-scale frequency combs
with nonlinear nano-photonic
waveguides

Integrated photonics has enabled the generation of frequency combs at
the chip scale. Photonic devices implemented within square millimeter
areas are capable of providing high confinement which is essential for
nonlinear optics. Similar to the first realizations utilizing fiber optics,
they enable the possibility of tailoring the dispersion profiles to further
enhance the nonlinear parametric processes.

In connection with the results presented in papers A and B, this chap-
ter is mainly focused on the generation of nonlinear broadened spectra
and microcomb generation in the normal dispersion regime. The influ-
ence of the pulse duration on the coherence of supercontinuum generation
will be analyzed. At the end of the chapter, insights into the generation
of microresonator frequency combs will be provided.

3.1 Nonlinear optics in waveguides

The generation of broadband spectra on chip typically relies on supercon-
tinuum (SC) generation through Kerr nonlinearity in optical waveguides
and microresonators [117]. A notable distinction between SC and Kerr
frequency comb generation lies in their respective pump sources. SC gen-
eration employs a pulsed source, while Kerr comb generation is driven by
a continuous-wave (CW) laser. As the pump pulse itself is a frequency
comb in SC generation, the repetition rate of the input pulse is main-
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tained in the broadened spectra. Conversely, in Kerr comb generation,
the CW laser couples to one of the microresonator resonances, transfer-
ring energy to other cavity modes via four-wave mixing (FWM), with the
repetition rate defined by the free spectral range of the microresonator.

In both approaches, achieving high confinement and engineering the
dispersion is made possible through the manipulation of the waveguide
geometry, crucial for enabling nonlinear optics processes. [118]. When
using a straight waveguide, the propagation length is another critical
parameter to be considered.

3.1.1 Supercontinuum generation

As discussed in previous chapters, laser spectroscopy can be realized
in different regions of the spectrum depending on the target specimen.
That has motivated the development of new material platforms that can
lase at different wavelengths. A particularly effective means to effectively
generate a wide range of wavelengths is supercontinuum generation. This
process relies on the nonlinear broadening of narrow-band pulses creat-
ing a continuous output spectrum and was first observed in glass mate-
rial [119]. Decades later, the emergence of photonic crystal fibers (PCF)
opened new opportunities by facilitating the engineering of modal con-
finement, nonlinearity, and dispersion [65]. Subsequently, supercontin-
uum generation in fibers has been heavily studied, and the methods
developed have found applicability in integrated photonic waveguides as
well.

In the last decade, the generation of on-chip supercontinuum has
been explored in various material platforms such as silicon [120, 121],
silicon nitride [50,122,123], AlGaAs [124], and AlN [125]. Silicon nitride
is advantageous due to its wide transparency window, high nonlinear
coefficient, and absence of nonlinear losses like two-photon absorption in
the near-infrared. The results presented in this thesis have been obtained
using waveguides fabricated in Si3N4, nevertheless, the methods that will
be discussed can be also applied to other material platforms.

The governing nonlinear mechanisms differ based on the dispersion
regime of operation of the waveguide, leading to variations in the achiev-
able spectral broadening bandwidth and coherence [126]. Additionally,
these properties are influenced by the characteristics of the pulse injected
into the guided mode of the optical waveguide. It’s crucial for the pulse
to have enough energy to initiate nonlinear interactions, and its evolu-
tion will depend on the dispersion and nonlinearity characteristics of the
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waveguide.
In a dispersive medium, the pulse will be affected by the frequency-

dependent propagation constant, β which causes different frequencies to
travel at different velocities. The dispersion in the optical mode results
from both material and waveguide dispersion. The propagation constant
can be expressed as a Taylor expansion,

β(ω) = β0(ω0) + β1(ω − ω0) +

∞∑
n=2

βn

n!
(ω − ω0)

n, (3.1)

where βn represents the nth-order derivative with respect to the angu-
lar frequency ω, and β1 is associated with the group velocity νg = 1/β1.
The second-order derivative β2, characterizes the group velocity disper-
sion (GVD) coefficient. When β2 > 0, the waveguide features normal dis-
persion, meaning that the low-frequency components travel faster than
the high-frequency components and vice versa for anomalous dispersion
which occurs when β2 < 0. While dispersion is a linear phenomenon,
it significantly influences the nonlinear interactions of the waveguide by
affecting the phase-matching condition during spectral broadening.

To describe the pulse propagation through a Kerr nonlinear waveg-
uide, the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) is employed. Simulat-
ing this equation can be achieved through a split-step method approach,
considering the propagation in small steps, accounting separately for the
linear and nonlinear terms of the NLSE [127].

∂A

∂z
= −α

2
A+

iβ2
2

∂2A

∂t2
+ iγ|A|2A. (3.2)

In the NLSE, the change of the slowly varying electric field envelope
(A) with respect to the propagation distance is related to the Kerr non-
linear effect, the GVD, and the propagation losses, as seen on the right
side of Equation 3.4 respectively. For simplicity, β1 is usually removed
from the simulations and a co-moving frame at the group velocity is
considered. The Kerr nonlinearity in the NLSE is represented by the
nonlinear parameter γ, which causes a change in the refractive index of
the mode resulting in an intensity-dependent phase.

It is clear that in order to describe the evolution of a pulse in a non-
linear medium, the dispersion and the nonlinearity must be examined
together. In the case where the waveguide features normal dispersion,
the combination of GVD and self-phase modulation (SPM) produces
a broadening of both the spectrum and the pulse. In the presence of
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anomalous dispersion, the nonlinear frequency chirp is balanced with the
GVD which in turn enables the generation of solitons. Indeed, soliton-
induced dispersive wave generation represents an efficient option for SC
generation. However, these processes rely on a region of parametric gain
called modulation instability (MI). A drawback of this method is that
unseeded MI-gain can amplify the noise of the input pulse [128], restrict-
ing the duration of the pump pulses in order to maintain a coherent
spectrum. This hinders the possibility of compressing pulses that are
in the picosecond regime, which is the typical width of frequency combs
with high repetition rates, such as EO-combs.

3.1.2 Supercontinuum generation in the all-normal dis-
persion regime

An alternative for coherent SC generation is working in the all-normal
dispersion (ANDi) regime where all soliton dynamics are suppressed.
Instead, the dominant nonlinear dynamics are SPM and optical wave
breaking (OWB) [129]. Although the employment of ANDi fibers has
been studied extensively for SC generation, its realization on integrated
waveguides is still challenging. There are two key aspects to consider
for the realization of nonlinear broadening in the ANDi regime. First,
since the maximum broadening is governed by the initial SPM, the pulse
should not broaden immediately. Therefore, the GVD should be as low
as possible to keep a high peak power. Second, since the OWB distance
grows with the duration of the pulse, the propagation distance should
be large enough.

In figure 3.1(a) and (b), a simulation of SC generation in the anoma-
lous and the normal dispersion regime is depicted in order to distin-
guish key differences. The pump pulse employed for the simulations is
a transform-limited Gaussian pulse with a duration of 0.8 ps and an en-
ergy of 200 pico-joules. The same input pulse is used in both cases and
is propagated in a waveguide with a length of 20 cm. Using a waveg-
uide dispersion of -40 ps2·km−1, the spectral evolution shows that the
spectral broadening is induced by a soliton until it breaks apart after
propagation around 10 cm. As a result, the output spectrum exhibits a
complex structure with large dips, these spectral variations are undesir-
able for many applications. The ANDi waveguide is also simulated under
the same conditions using a dispersion of 40 ps2·km−1. It is clear that
the spectral broadening is driven only by self-phase modulation, and it
is considerably narrower than the anomalous dispersion case. However,
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Figure 3.1: Spectral evolution of the SC generation and coherence properties
in anomalous and normal dispersion waveguides with a length of 20 cm. (a)
an anomalous dispersion waveguide (β2 = -40 ps2·km−1) is pumped using a
pulse with 0.8 picoseconds duration and 200 picojoules. (b) The same pulse is
injected in a waveguide with a β2 = +40 ps2·km−1. The temporal coherence
g12(ω) of the anomalous (c) and normal dispersion (d) waveguide was calculated
from 20 individual spectra adding shot noise. The input and output temporal
profiles of the pulses are plotted on top for each case.

it is important to analyze the coherence properties of the spectrum.
The simulations in Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) correspond to a single pulse
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calculation, but the properties of the spectrum can change from pulse
to pulse. This arises due to the fact that the input pulse will exhibit a
shot noise level which will affect the generated SC. Therefore it is im-
portant to analyze the pulse-to-pulse variations, commonly characterized
using the spectrally resolved module of the first-order spectral coherence,
represented by:

g12(ω) =
|⟨E∗

j (ω)⟩Ei(ω)|√
⟨|Ej(ω)|2⟩⟨|Ei(ω)|2⟩

, i ̸= j, (3.3)

where the angled brackets are the averaged spectrum of two different
pulses Ei and Ej . This will result in a positive number from 0 to 1. In
the anomalous dispersion regime (see Figure 3.1 (c)), using a long pulse
causes large shot-to-shot fluctuations, and the coherence is degraded. In
contrast, since the noise amplification due to MI is suppressed in the
normal dispersion regime, the coherence is maintained which is readily
observed as the g12(ω) is equal to 1 over the whole bandwidth (Figure
3.1 (d)). These comparisons underline the challenges in the spectral
broadening of pulses with long durations using waveguides in different
dispersion regimes.

Another parameter to consider besides the duration of the input pulse
is the energy which is dictated by the average power and the repetition
rate. In practice, these parameters might be limited by the maximum
optical power of the amplifier and the high repetition rate of the comb.
To increase the peak power, hence the nonlinear effects, it is possible
to reduce the duration of the pulse up to a certain extent, in paper A,
four phase modulators were cascaded to achieve a pulse width of 500
femtoseconds. Under these conditions, a broadening mainly dominated
by SPM was still obtained. In order to observe OWB phenomena in the
ANDi waveguide it was needed to pump it using pulses with a higher
energy.

To examine closely the spectral characteristics of OWB, a pulse in the
sub-picosecond regime can be simulated at different propagation lengths
as shown in Figure 3.2. Its propagation can be shown using a spectro-
gram, which displays the time-frequency correlations of the supercon-
tinuum generated. At the initial stage of the pulse propagation (see
Figure 3.2 (a)), the spectral broadening is mainly produced by SPM as
the characteristic oscillatory structure in the spectrum is observed. In
the temporal domain, the pulse maintains its shape and broadens from
its initial duration and the spectrogram exhibits a S-shape typical of
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Figure 3.2: Spectrograms simulated using a Gaussian pulse with duration of
400 fs and 280 pJ in an all-normal dispersion waveguide with a dispersion β2

of +40 ps2·km−1 at different propagations lengths, (a) 5 cm, (b) 10 cm, (c) 20
cm and (d) 80 cm.

self-phase modulation.
The reason for the nonlinear dynamics in this case, where SPM is

being dominant over the dispersion, is because the nonlinear length
LNL = (γP0)

−1 is shorter than the propagation LD = T−1
0 /|β2|. Here

T0 and P0 are the duration and peak power of the initial pulse. After
a longer propagation, the dispersion takes over the nonlinear dynamics.
This occurs due to the fact that the group velocity increases monoton-
ically since all wavelengths exhibit normal dispersion. As a result, the
trailing and leading edges of the pulse are steepened and OWB occurs.
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This temporal overlap of the pulse frequency components translates into
the creation of new frequency components via four-wave mixing [130].
This can be already observed at a propagation length of 10 cm, where a
characteristic shoulder of OWB starts to appear at one of the edges of the
spectrum (Figure 3.2 (b)). As the pulse propagates further, OWB trans-
fers energy from the central frequency region to the other edge (Figure
3.2 (c)), causing a flattening of the spectrum. These interactions show
that the maximum achievable bandwidth mainly depends on the initial
SPM-induced broadening, which is defined as [127]

|ωSPM (z, t)− ω0| = γP0
∂U(t)

∂t
z, (3.4)

where U(t) is the normalized intensity of the pulse and z is the prop-
agation distance. It is useful to analyze the spectrograms to get a better
insight into the broadening. The initial S-shape is formed due to the
self-frequency shift where the leading edge of the pulse is shifted to lower
frequencies and the trailing of the pulse to higher frequencies. The cen-
tral part experiences a linear shift, commonly referred to as a chirp. As
OWB occurs, the energy is transferred from the center to the edges (see
white arrows in Figure 3.2 (b,c)) causing a linear chirp across the pulse.
Figure 3.2 (d) shows the spectrogram after further propagation, given
the energy re-distribution caused by OWB, where the frequencies do not
overlap temporally anymore. Therefore, the spectrum looks flat because
of the absence of spectral interference and the chirp is completely linear.

Due to the temporal overlapping of the spectral components of the
pulse, OWB is highly sensitive to the input pulse characteristics. In
paper A, the ANDi waveguide was pumped using a femtosecond MLL,
where the coupling was performed in free space to avoid undesired pulse
broadening in fiber prior to propagation. When pumping with an electro-
optic comb, an iterative pulse shaping technique was employed in order
to maintain a transform-limited input pulse. This ensures a high peak
power in both pumping schemes, however, due to the nonlinearities of
the built-in amplifiers of the system, it is challenging to completely over-
come the complex structure of the pump pulses that is translated to the
broadened spectrum.
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3.2 Kerr frequency combs in microresonators

Another approach for implementing an integrated frequency comb is the
microresonator-based Kerr comb [85]. In this case, the nonlinear optical
component is not a straight waveguide but a high-quality factor (Q) mi-
croresonator. The Kerr-comb generation relies on the third-order nonlin-
earity of the material in order to observe optical parametric generation.
This Kerr nonlinearity allows two photons from the pump with a fre-
quency ωp to generate two photons at signal and idler frequencies, named
four-wave mixing (FWM). Kerr nonlinearity-induced optical parametric
oscillation in microcavities was first reported in [131,132]. In these works
a toroidal micro-cavity with a high-Q allowed comb generation with low
pump power. However, it was not until 2007 that frequency combs with
broad optical bandwidth were demonstrated [46]. In that work, the para-
metric oscillation was followed by cascaded four-wave mixing, resulting
in a 500 nm optical bandwidth. That demonstration not only showed a
wide spectral bandwidth of the generated comb but also a constant line
spacing across the spectrum [133].

Besides the use of toroidal micro-cavities, the demonstration of op-
tical parametric oscillators in integrated planar resonators was also re-
ported [49]. The use of silicon nitride drew significant attention due to
the fact that it does not suffer from two-photon absorption in the near-
IR as is the case for silicon [134]. Furthermore, in [49] it was shown to
be possible to fabricate thicker waveguides which enabled the waveguide
dispersion to be engineered to enhance FWM processes. However, it is
worth mentioning that these FWM-based microresonator combs suffer
from significant frequency and amplitude noise. The later demonstra-
tion of temporal dissipative solitons in [135] resulted in the formation
of well-defined mode-locked waveforms, named dissipative Kerr solitons
(DKS).

Similarly to optical fiber solitons, DKS relies on the balance between
dispersion and non-linearities but with the extra addition of gain and loss
interplay in the process [136]. The immediate effect of dispersion in mi-
croresonators is the deviation of the frequency location of the resonances.
This causes the free-spectral range of the ring to become frequency-
dependent. If the GVD of the fundamental mode of the microresonator
is designed to operate in the normal dispersion region, the blue frequency
components travel slower than the red ones. This means that the spacing
between the resonances decreases as the frequency increases. Therefore,
it is convenient to express the dispersion of the microresonator in terms
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Figure 3.3: Concept of microcomb generation using a microring resonator. a)
A single frequency C.W. laser is coupled to one resonance; the intracavity power
builds up which allows the generation of new frequency components through
nonlinear wave mixing. The repetition rate of the microcomb is governed by
the free-spectral range of the cavity. b) Optical spectrum of a microcomb
generated in the normal dispersion regime.

of the relative positions of the resonances, which can be described as an
expansion around a central frequency according to [137,138].

ωµ = ω0 +D1µ+
1

2
D2µ

2 + · · ·, (3.5)

Where ω0 corresponds to the resonance used as the pump mode, the
FSR of the resonator is related to D1/2π. The parameter D2 is linked
to the GVD, and D2/2 corresponds to the separation of the two FRS’s
nearest to the central frequency. The dispersion profile is then visualized
using the integrated dispersion Dint = ωµ − (ω0 −D1µ).

The microcomb generation is sensitive to the sign of the microres-
onator dispersion, and it can turn into different waveform structures [84].
The first DKS microcomb was implemented in the anomalous disper-
sion regime where smooth hyperbolic secant-square spectral envelopes
are obtained [139]. Another variant of DKS is the dark-soliton micro-
comb which is formed when the micro-resonator exhibits normal dis-
persion [140, 141]. In the next subsection, the mode-locked waveforms
generated in the microresonator will be discussed.

3.2.1 Mode-locked Kerr microcombs

Mode-locking is attainable in microcombs by operating in the soliton
regime, where a CW laser is converted into stable ultrashort pulses in the
time domain [137,139,140,142,143]. Similarly to the SC generation, the
group velocity dispersion inside the microresonator plays an important
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role in the microcomb formation. The spectrum of microcombs generated
in resonators with anomalous and normal dispersion are shown in Figure
3.4

a) b)

Figure 3.4: Kerr microcombs. a) A bright soliton featuring a hyperbolic
spectral envelope is generated in a microresonator with anomalous dispersion.
b) shows the spectrum of a dark pulse when the cavity dispersion is normal.

The processes occurring in nonlinear microcavities can be divided
into two stages. The first one is modulation instability, also referred
to as Turing rolls, where new equally spaced frequency components are
generated. In the second stage, complex nonlinear dynamics including
sub-comb formation and breathing states lead to comb formation [142].
For the initial growth of optical frequencies, it is necessary to access the
modulation instability, which occurs when the CW field provides para-
metric amplification to other frequency components. When the gain
compensates for the cavity losses, new frequency components are gener-
ated in the resonances of the cavity.

Mode-locking in the normal dispersion regime has been demonstrated
theoretically and experimentally [140,141,144]. The comb generation in
this regime is quite attractive for several reasons, for example, the dis-
persion of several bulk materials is normal in the visible and near IR
spectral windows. Therefore, operating in the normal dispersion regime
relaxes the dispersion engineering requirements. Other interesting as-
pects of the Kerr comb formation in the normal dispersion region are
the deterministic behavior towards mode-locking and the high conver-
sion efficiency [145–147].

A useful tool to model the dynamics of a microresonator with length
L and intrinsic propagation losses α, is the Lugiato-Lefever equation
[148]. This equation is also known as the externally driven, damped
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nonlinear Schrödinger equation, due to the presence of an external driv-
ing field Ain with detuning.

TR
∂A

∂t
=

[
θ + αL

2
− iδ0 − iL

β2

2

∂2

∂τ2
+ iLγ|A|2

]
A+ i

√
θAin, (3.6)

where TR is the roundtrip time in the microresonator, A is the intra-
cavity field, θ is the coupling coefficient between the bus waveguide and
the ring, δ0 is the detuning parameter of the cavity resonance from the
pump frequency and Ain is the incident pump field.

The initiation of Kerr microcomb in normal DKS is experimentally
challenging because of the difficulty of accessing the MI to grow the
first comb lines. Although it is well known that MI existence requires
anomalous dispersion in fibers, the MI in cavities may arise in both
anomalous and normal dispersion [149]. In optical fibers, MI has been
observed when a field interacts with another field with a different polar-
ization or wavelength [127] and in fibers with periodic modulation of the
GVD [150].

In optical microresonators, the mode interaction between the trans-
verse and fundamental mode enables a localized anomalous dispersion
which allows MI to occur [140, 141, 143]. These aided coupling interac-
tion is however a product of accidental degeneracies in the spatial modes
in the microresonator, making it difficult to control. This issue can be
addressed by using a second cavity to induce the mode coupling, in this
manner it is possible to control the coupling just by tuning the distance
between the two rings. This was proposed in [146] where a dual-coupled
ring arrangement induces mode coupling in a programmable way. Be-
sides achieving mode-locking deterministically, the repetition rate of the
comb can be tuned slightly by controlling the mode interaction location.
A similar approach was performed in [147] where a microheater is placed
on the auxiliary cavity to tune the avoided mode crossing location.

Mode-locked pulses generated in the normal dispersion regime, also
called dark solitons, enable high power conversion efficiency [145–147].
Efficiency higher than 30 percent can be achieved due to the fact that the
CW laser is detuned closer to the center of the resonance of the microres-
onator. For the generation of bright solitons in the anomalous dispersion
regime, the pump CW laser is far red-detuned from the resonator reso-
nance. Due to this large frequency detuning, a smaller portion of the CW
laser power is coupled to the resonance and causes just a fraction to be
converted into usable comb power. However, a recent work demonstrates
that this limitation can be overcome by using a dual cavity architecture
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to induce a frequency shift of the pump resonance, this in turn allows an
unprecedented conversion efficiency [151].

In paper B, the experimental investigation of a microcomb in a dual-
cavity configuration operating the normal dispersion is performed. The
design of this dual-cavity design is similar to in [151], where the main
cavity has a larger FSR than the auxiliary cavity. This enables a mode-
crossing in a single resonance, which allows the formation of a dark-pulse
structure, often called a platicon microcomb whose spectrum is symmet-
ric and flat [141]. Two platicon microcombs were used to implement
the first demonstration of dual-comb interferometry using microcombs
operating in the normal dispersion regime.
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Chapter 4

Dual-comb interferometry
using microcombs

The optical frequency comb sources and their integration have been dis-
cussed in previous chapters. In this chapter, we will overview their ap-
plication for dual-comb interferometry. First, the principle and the main
generalities of the technique will be explained. The next subsections will
cover the challenges and methods developed for performing dual-comb
interferometry using microcombs in papers B and D.

4.1 Dual-comb interferometry

In paper C, different linear interferometric techniques using frequency
combs were analyzed. Although these techniques can easily leverage
the broad optical bandwidth of the comb, in order to exploit its fre-
quency resolution, the individual comb lines should be fully resolved.
This has been demonstrated employing dispersive and Fourier-transform
(FT) interferometers [12, 152]. Implementations of Fourier transform
spectrometers using frequency combs as the input source have notably
increased the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to their exceptional spatial
coherence [12]. Despite the increased sensitivity, the initial deployment
faced challenges in fully resolving the spectral lines, limited by the in-
strumental resolution dictated by the maximum path length of the in-
terferometer. Nonetheless, recent demonstrations involving the coupling
of frequency combs to FT spectrometers have successfully resolved the
comb spectra by aligning the comb repetition rate with the spectrometer
delay [153, 154]. The incorporation of enhancement cavities has further
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increased the sensitivity by enabling a longer interaction path of the
sample [155,156].

An approach to Fourier transform interferometry uses an interfer-
ometer composed of two frequency combs, this technique is commonly
referred to as dual-comb spectroscopy (DCS), which can deliver simi-
lar capabilities but avoids the use of movable components [157]. In-
stead, two combs with different repetition rates allow the mapping of
the optical frequencies into the photo-detectable radio frequency do-
main. Using this technique, the second frequency comb is used to per-
form the spectral sampling and therefore dispense the need for a spec-
trometer [107, 158, 159]. DCS has been widely used to perform direct
frequency comb spectroscopy using MLLs in the near-IR and in the mid-
IR [11,71,160,161].

DCS is unlikely to surpass FT spectroscopy in terms of spectral cov-
erage, however, other features such as spectral resolution and accuracy
are possible to attain using a comb-based approach. Furthermore, the
development of DCS largely mirrors the growth of frequency comb gener-
ation. The advent of microcombs has opened up the possibility of using
frequency combs for integrated spectrometers leveraging high SNR and
fast acquisition rates. The outstanding phase noise characteristics in
recent microcomb demonstrations make them even more appealing for
DCS applications. However, the stabilization of microcombs is a key
aspect to reach the fundamental resolution of DCS which is set by the
linewidth of the comb tooth.

4.2 Operation principle

As mentioned earlier, DCS uses two frequency combs whose repetition
rate has a slight frequency difference ∆frep (see figure 4.1 (a,b)). The
main idea is that these two combs interfere and generate a frequency
comb in the RF domain composed of the pair-wise heterodyne beating
of the frequency comb lines. In the RF domain, the sequence of beat
notes is spaced by the difference of the repetition rate ∆frep. In Figure
4.1 (b), the general idea of this concept is depicted. In the time domain,
DCS can be understood as two trains of pulses with slightly different
repetition rates, overlapping at the photodetector with varying delays.
The photodetected signal results in the electric field cross-correlation
which is sampled at time intervals ∆T = 1/frep, as shown in figure 4.1
(c).
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Figure 4.1: a) Dual-comb spectroscopy concept. A dual-comb interferometer
can be implemented in an asymmetric (symmetric) configuration where the
amplitude (and phase) of a device under test is encoded. b) Two frequency
combs (red and blue) are mixed to produce a down-converted RF comb. c) In
the time domain, a pulse-to-pulse walk-off between the two comb pulse trains
is produced, i.e. a virtual scanning of a reference pulse over a signal pulse. The
samples are recorded by a balanced photo-detector (BPD) at time intervals of
∆T using a real-time scope (RTS).

In order to perform spectroscopy, a sample under test is placed in one
of the arms of the dual-comb interferometer. In this way, the response
of the sample is encoded in the so-called signal comb and then sampled
by the second comb, which is referred to as the local oscillator. This
scheme allows for retrieval of both the amplitude and phase of the sample
and is often called asymmetric or dispersive architecture [158]. Using
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a symmetric approach is also possible, where the two combs interact
with the sample, but only the amplitude of the comb, i.e. absorption
features, are measured. In the following, the asymmetric approach will
be considered.

Dual-comb spectroscopy is sometimes described in terms of electric-
field cross-correlation (EFXC). In [109], this scheme was proposed for the
characterization of optical arbitrary waveforms. It is possible to draw
an analogy with traditional EFXC, where the cross-correlation between
a signal pulse (as) and a reference pulse (ar) is measured with respect
to the delay (τ) of an interferometer. This delay is controlled by the
mechanical translation of one of the arms of the interferometer. The
interference is then recorded by a photo-detector yielding a time-averaged
output power as in [162].

⟨Pout(t)⟩ =
1

2
{Ur + Us + [ejω0τ ⟨as(t)a∗r(t− τ)⟩+ c.c]} (4.1)

Where Ur and Us are the energies of the pulses, these terms will
correspond to DC components in the photo-detection. The oscillatory
term measured as a function of the delay τ contains the information of
the sample under test. Through Fourier analysis, it is then possible to
retrieve the signal pulse if the reference pulse is known.

The same approach can be used in dual-comb interferometry, but
instead, the delay is controlled by the difference in the repetition rate of
the two combs. Therefore, the local oscillator pulse virtually scans the
signal pulses, producing a cross-correlation interferogram with a period
1/∆frep, as depicted in Figure 4.1(b). The Fourier transformation of
the product of the electric field of both combs will simply translate to a
radio-frequency comb. Since the difference in the repetition rate is the
separation of the frequency lines of the RF domain, the bandwidth of the
RF comb should not exceed half of the repetition rate. This is derived
from the Nyquist condition and is maintained if the optical spectral
bandwidth that is desired to acquire fulfills the following condition [158]:

∆ν <
mfrep
2

=
f2
rep

2∆frep
(4.2)

Where m is the so-called compression factor equal to frep/∆frep. If
∆frep increases, the down-converted bandwidth will also increase, which
will translate into aliasing. This means that by increasing the difference
in repetition rate beyond this limit, the down-converted frequencies will
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expand and overlap with the beating of higher-order frequencies. From
equation 4.2, the maximum difference in repetition rate can be expressed
as

∆frep =
f2
rep

2∆ν
(4.3)

In terms of acquisition speed, the minimum time needed to acquire
a single spectrum using DCS is given by 1/∆frep at the expense of low
SNR. One can realize that fast spectral acquisition is possible by increas-
ing the difference in the repetition rate. Furthermore, as seen in equation
4.3, the acquisition speed scales with the repetition rate.

The SNR can be further increased by co-adding multiple successive
spectra, i.e. coherent averaging. Therefore, improved SNR can be ob-
tained without the need for long measurement acquisition times if an
ultrafast single acquisition speed is performed. This scheme has been
implemented using electro-optic combs [107–109, 163] and using micro-
combs in papers B and D.

4.3 Practical considerations using microcombs

Dual comb spectroscopy using microcombs involves several technical
challenges, in this work, we have developed methods to realize this tech-
nique using platicon and bright soliton microcombs. In both cases, these
microcombs are generated in photonic molecules, which have the advan-
tage of diminishing the difficulties associated with comb formation. The
deterministic microcomb generation, in addition to the spectral features
of the microcomb such as high power per line and smooth spectra, is of
significant interest for out-of-the-lab interferometry applications.

In order to consider every important parameter, it will be useful to
first describe the experimental setup needed to generate the frequency
combs and their down-mixing to the radio-frequency domain. Chapter
five will explain in more detail the techniques used to characterize the
microcombs generated and their stabilization.

4.3.1 Mutual coherence and repetition rate stability

Although the dynamics of microcomb generation are explained in the ap-
pended papers, some details on dual-comb interferometry are not explicit
but yet important from an experimental point of view. For example, even
though enforcing mutual coherence is not needed with the configuration
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proposed here, dual-comb interferometry using microcombs can suffer
from the drifting of the cavity detuning (δcomb). This detuning is the
difference in frequency between the pump laser and the pump resonance
location, both being susceptible to drift over short-time scales.

(a)

(b) δcomb

δcomb

5
5

pump
laser

pump
laser

Figure 4.2: Dual-comb interferometry using microcombs and its dependence
on the detuning. If the detuning of the microcomb is not fixed as shown in (a),
the microcomb will not hold a low-noise state and the multiheterodyne spectra
will exhibit a broadening of the linewidth. (b) If the detuning δ is locked, either
by acting on the pump laser or the resonance of the cavity, the beat notes are
well-resolved individual peaks.

There are two things that should be considered, the phase noise of the
microcomb and the drift in the repetition rate. The former arises due to
the fact that the microcomb can transition to a non-phase-locked state
leading to a broadening in the optical linewidth of the comb. The latter is
associated with the dispersion of the microcavity, causing changes in the
repetition rate linked to the frequency of the pump. Both effects transfer
to the down-mixed conversion, where a linewidth broadening of the RF
comb lines is observed. Indeed, this was immediately noticed in the
initial attempts to perform dual-comb using the microcombs. Figure 4.2
(a), shows an example of the dual-comb beating of microcombs in a high-
noise state, where the beat note has significantly broadened due to the
variations in the detuning. Once the comb detuning is fixed (see Figure
4.2 (b)) the RF comb is conformed by well-defined peaks, whose SNR
can be further improved by coherently summing consecutive spectra.

After the combs have been generated and stabilized, one can proceed
to the recording of dual-comb data. As shown in the simplified schematic
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of the dual-comb interferometer 4.3 (a), (see Appendix A for the detailed
list of components), the microcombs are generated by sharing the same
pump laser and combined in a balanced photo-detector after one comb
has interacted with the sample (4.3 (b)). By using a common pump, the
generated combs will be phase-coherent by default. This, in turn, will
cause the beatings of the microcomb’s optical lines on the blue side of
the pump to have the same frequency as the beatings on the red side.
In Dutt et al [40], this was overcome using band-pass filters and extract-
ing each side of the comb around the pump separately. Alternatively,
in-phase/quadrature could avoid this limitation since the phase can be
measured directly [80].

The strategy we followed to circumvent this ambiguity was to use an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) with a frequency of ∼ 25 MHz inserted
in one of the branches of the dual-comb interferometer. In this way, a
unique RF frequency comes from beating each pair of the optical comb
lines and it also moves the RF comb away from the baseband [107,109].
Then the central frequency of the RF comb will be dictated by the AOM
fAOM and its frequency spacing by the difference in the repetition rate of
the microcombs ∆frep (4.3 (c)). In the time domain, these two frequen-
cies will be reflected in the composition of the interferogram and its cor-
responding RF comb. We have studied two cases, being ∆frep < fAOM

and ∆frep > fAOM. To put this in context, the interferograms of dual-
comb interferometry using a platicon microcomb and a bright soliton are
depicted in Figure 4.3.

There is an intrinsic trade-off in the spectra acquisition between the
detection bandwidth and the refresh rate since both are related to the
repetition rate of the combs. The photo-detection bandwidth needed
to map the downconverted comb can be calculated by multiplying the
number of optical lines times ∆frep.

Figure 4.3 (d) shows a zoom of an interferogram trace, where four
complete interferograms are observed using platicon microcombs. Since
the repetition rate of the platicon was controlled by means of its de-
tuning, the difference in repetition rate of the platicons was in the kHz
range (∆frep < fAOM). The obtained RF comb will be localized in a 50
MHz region centered around fAOM. In contrast, using two super-efficient
solitons coming from different spatial locations of the same wafer, the
repetition rate difference ∆frep will result in higher than fAOM. With
these settings, the down-conversion will result in two interleaved RF
combs as shown in Figure 4.3 (e). It is also clear that having a ∆frep
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Figure 4.3: Dual-comb interferometry using microcombs. (a) A phase-
sensitive configuration was used to perform dual-comb interferometry using
platicon microcombs (b-d) and super-efficient microcombs (e, f), where one
of the microcombs was used as a local oscillator and combined with a second
microcomb that has interacted with a device under test. The photo-detected
signal is recorded with a real-time sampling scope (b) the RF comb obtained
assembles the spectral envelope of a platicon microcomb and is centered around
fAOM (c). (d) The interferogram is measured together with an RF signal that
corresponds to the difference in the repetition rate ∆frep of the combs (orange
solid line). Using a super-efficient microcomb as shown in (e), the repetition
rate ∆frep is larger than fAOM, resulting in two interlaced RF combs which are
obtained from the Fourier transformation of the interferogram (f) constituted
of a fringe pattern with period (1/fAOM) modulated by the cross-correlation of
the combs (with a period of 1/frep).

in the order of tens of MHz will increase substantially the required sam-
pling bandwidth, to the GHz range. On the other hand, the refreshing
time between consecutive interferograms given by 1/fAOM is faster than
the case where ∆frep is in the order of kHz. These characteristics can
enable the recording of the complete spectra in microseconds which can
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4.3. Practical considerations using microcombs

be advantageous for applications where fast acquisition rates are needed.

4.3.2 Digital signal processing

The dual-comb interferometry experiments presented in papers B and D
were performed using an asymmetric configuration, which yields both the
magnitude and phase of the device under test. The low-noise state of the
microcombs alleviates the digital processing since the down-converted
comb lines are fully resolved. In this subsection, the process to extract
the phase information of a device under test will be described, the code
is available in [164].
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Figure 4.4: Post-processing of interferograms. (a) After the interferogram
trace is cut into sections P composed of a number N of interferograms, they
are Fourier-transformed to retrieve the phase and amplitude. Using a finding-
peaks routine, the phase of the individual comb lines is retrieved. (c) The phase
is then unwrapped and corrected removing the linear phase term. (d) A set of
phase profiles with the same number of sections will be obtained and averaged
to get the final phase response.
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Chapter 4. Dual-comb interferometry using microcombs

The data processing can be performed using different approaches and
it is often that the recorded signal needs to be digitally corrected due
to drifts in the repetition rate of the combs. The results presented in
papers B and D account for this variation by extracting the difference
in the repetition rate ∆frep at the sampling stage. This information is
extracted by measuring the repetition rate of each microcomb (frep1 and
frep2), which later passes through an RF circuit where both signals are
mixed, filtered, and amplified. Further digital processing is made using a
simple band-pass filter to obtain a pure sinusoidal signal. By extracting
the zero crossings of this waveform it is possible to obtain the starting
and ending point of each interferogram. The post-processed ∆frep signal
is shown together with the interferograms in Figure 4.3 (orange solid
line).

Once the zero-crossing points have been obtained, they can be used
to cut the recorded trace into individual interferograms. The recorded
trace is divided into sections, where each contains the same number of
interferograms N that will be processed. The number of interferograms
per section is arbitrary but it should be large enough to resolve individual
comb lines, in this way the signal-to-noise ratio is improved in comparison
to using a single spectrum recorded in a time equal to 1/∆frep.

The individual sections are then Fourier transformed to extract the
complex spectra. Using the amplitude information, a peak detection
routine is employed to find the positions of the RF comb lines to be
mapped, these peak locations are needed to index the phase information.
Figure 4.4 shows the described process performed for each section. The
extracted phase is then unwrapped and corrected by subtracting the
linear phase term. After this step, a set of phase profiles is obtained and
later averaged, which will yield the final result ϕref (ω).

Reference calibration measurement

To characterize a device under test with a phase ϕDUT(ω), it is needed
to do a previous calibration of the dual-comb interferometer. For this
purpose, two consecutive measurements are recorded, in one of them,
the DUT is removed from the signal arm of the interferometer and will
be considered the reference measurement. Both recorded datasets are
post-processed using the same method described, therefore, two spectral
phases are obtained, ϕref (ω) and ϕmeas(ω) = ϕref (ω) · ϕDUT(ω). To ob-
tain the response of the device under test, the complex transfer function
of the interferometer can be removed by subtracting ϕref (ω) to ϕmeas(ω).
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4.3. Practical considerations using microcombs

The device under test used for the experiments performed in papers B
and D was a pulse shaper where instead of physically disconnecting the
sample, two different filters can be programmed, one with a zero phase
and a second simulating the DUT.
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Figure 4.5: Phase error of dual-comb measurements. (a) Calculated residu-
als between the experimental phase recovered and the theoretical phase pro-
grammed in a pulse shaper. (b) Evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio and phase
error using a number N of averaged interferograms.

Once the calibration of the interferometer is performed, the refer-
ence phase ϕref (ω) can be used for different samples (considering the
optical components are maintained). Figure 4.4 (a) shows the residuals
obtained by comparing the experimental results with the programmed
curve in two different filters used as devices under test. The stand devia-
tion of these residuals is 0.07 radians. Additionally, one can consider the
frequency-domain signal-to-noise ratio (SNRf ) that can be calculated
as the inverse of the phase error, σ−1

ϕ (ν) [108]. This metric is helpful
to illustrate the potential of the coherent averaging process described
above, as the phase error can be calculated for a different number of in-
terferograms. Figure 4.5 (b) shows the evolution of SNRf and the phase
error calculated from 1000 interferograms coherently averaged. It is clear
that by increasing the number of interferograms, the SNRf scales close
to

√
N at the expense of increasing the refresh time given by ∆frep ·N

and the phase error diminishes at the inverse of the SNRf . Finally, it is
worth mentioning that the outlined post-processing procedure can be ex-
ecuted using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which can utilize
the coherent averaging process in real time. This approach circumvents
the need for acquiring large datasets and enables the implementation of
infinitely long averaging times [165].
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Chapter 5

Microcombs characterization
and control

This chapter will describe the techniques used for the stabilization and
characterization of microcombs reported in the appended papers. These
methods enabled the realization of dual-comb interferometry using mi-
crocombs in papers B and D, and long-term stabilization and sweeping
keeping a coherent microcomb in papers E and F.

5.1 Microcomb stabilization

In the previous chapter, the importance of maintaining a coherent mi-
crocomb state since the linewidth of the comb teeth broadens as the
microcomb transitions to a high-noise state was discussed. This is due
to the fact that the properties of the microcomb will be determined by
its pumping parameters such as the cavity-pump detuning δω and the
pump power. The cavity-pump detuning corresponds to the difference
in frequency between the cavity δcav and the laser δpump.

δω = ωcav − ωpump. (5.1)

In the field of microcombs, it is said that the pump laser is blue-
detuned if δω < 0 and red-detuned when δω > 0. Depending on the
detuning regime, the soliton generated will exhibit different character-
istics, hence its measurement and stabilization have been sought using
different approaches [166–168]. The results presented in papers B, D-F
relied on an indirect stabilization of the detuning using its dependency
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with the soliton power (Psol) [168, 169], as shown in the following equa-
tion:

Psol =
2ηAeff

n2Q

√
−2nβ2δω, (5.2)

where η is the coupling coefficient given by the ratio between the
loaded quality factor of the cavity Q and the extrinsic quality factor Qext,
β2 is the group velocity dispersion, Aeff is the effective mode area, n and
n2 are the refractive index and nonlinear refractive index, respectively.
An important remark by looking at this equation is that δω and Psol are
the only parameters that can be tuned, as the others are fixed once the
resonator is fabricated, thereby maintaining a one-to-one relation.

This approach is greatly simplified compared with other techniques
that employ phase-sensitive locking such as using a network analyzer
[167] or a Pound-Drever-Hall locking [170]. Nevertheless, since the photo-
detected comb power is used as a setpoint, the coupling power should
be kept constant (using a fiber-packaged chip or an active-controlled
coupling) to avoid power drifting.

As reported in paper E, the servo-control can be implemented by
acting on the laser or the cavity. Choosing the former, the correction
signal is fed back to the laser control, either on the piezo actuator or
the current control. In the latter, the correction signal is fed back to
the microheater placed on top of the resonator, keeping a fixed detuning
by thermally tuning the resonance and forcing it to follow any drifts of
the pump frequency. This thermal tuning is achieved due to thermo-
optic (change of the refractive index n with temperature) and thermal
expansion (change of the resonator length l with temperature) effects
[171,172], with a simple relation:

∂f

∂T
= −f(αn + αl), (5.3)

where αn is the thermo-refractive coefficient and αl is the thermal
expansion coefficient. The thermal tuning is mainly attributed to the
thermo-optic effect since αl is one order of magnitude smaller than αn

in silicon nitride resonators, therefore the thermal expansion can be ne-
glected when considering the tuning of the resonances [171, 173]. This
effect was also exploited in paper F. where a microcomb was thermally
tuned to fix the detuning and hence maintain a low-noise soliton state.
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5.1. Microcomb stabilization

5.1.1 Detuning measurement

As mentioned earlier, δω provides information on the distance in fre-
quency between the pump laser and its corresponding resonance location,
indicating whether it is blue- or red-detuned. In paper E, this measure-
ment was conducted to assess the control of the locked system by probing
the resonator with a counter-propagating laser [166]. The experimental
arrangement is depicted in Figure 5.1 (a). While the frequency comb is
generated, a "probe laser" is propagated in the backward direction with
respect to the pump laser. This is achieved using two optical circulators.
To measure the resonance, the probe laser is swept in frequency while
maintaining low power to avoid non-linear effects. This light interferes
with the back-scattered comb light due to imperfections in the microres-
onator, producing a beat note that varies over time depending on the
frequency offset between the probe laser and the pump. It is worth not-
ing that although the detuning was measured at the pump location, this
measurement can be performed at any mode of the microresonator.
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Figure 5.1: Setup for the measurement detuning in a microresonator. The
detuning of the resonator is measured while generating a microcomb. (a)
Schematic of the setup. A probe laser is injected into the microresonator in a
counter-propagating manner using optical circulators. The beating produced
with the pump laser is filtered optically and photo-detected. The electrical
signal is then low-pass filtered and measured with a real-time scope (RTS).
Reference beat notes are produced by heterodyning the probe laser with a self-
referenced comb. (b) (Top) Measured transmission response and beat notes
recorded as a function of time, (bottom) Normalized response with the cali-
brated frequency axis.

The measured detuning is shown in Figure 5.1 (b), where one can
identify a dip in the transmission spectrum together with a sharp line cor-
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responding to the beating between the probe laser and the back-reflected
light. As the measurements are carried out in the time domain, calibra-
tion of the x-axis is necessary to determine the frequency detuning. This
calibration can be accomplished with the assistance of a self-referenced
frequency comb [174], which beat together with a portion of the probe
laser (see Figure 5.1 (a)). The interference is detected using a balanced
photo-detector, and the produced electrical signal passes through two
band-pass filters at 30 and 75 MHz. In this way, beat markers are gener-
ated as the probe laser is scanned over time, which are recorded on the
oscilloscope simultaneously with the resonance transmission spectrum.
The post-processed data is shown in the bottom part of Figure 5.1.

5.2 Characterization techniques

As it was discussed earlier, a microcomb has two degrees of freedom, the
pump frequency fpump and the repetition rate frequency frep. Using the
stabilization scheme described previously, we have minimized the excur-
sions of these frequencies which can be employed in applications that
depend on a stable and controlled microcomb output. The performance
was then evaluated by measuring frep and fpump, in the following these
measurement techniques will be evaluated.

5.2.1 Repetition rate

The repetition rate of microcombs is usually THz for tens of GHz and it
is given by the optical length of the microresonator. In planar technolo-
gies, there have been recent advancements in the fabrication methods to
generate microcombs with a repetition rate compatible with current elec-
tronics bandwidth. Indeed, the platicon microcomb reported in paper B
had a repetition rate of 50 GHz and can be directly photodetected. How-
ever, instruments with high-frequency bandwidth are required and can
be employed up to a certain limit. Furthermore, if the aim is to gener-
ate a microcomb with a large spectral bandwidth, for example, covering
a full octave, a high repetition rate (hundreds of GHz) is required and
direct measurement is not possible [175]. This issue can be addressed
using an electro-optic down-conversion technique [176].

In Figure 5.2 (a), the schematic of the setup employed is depicted.
After the microcomb is generated, one portion of its optical power is
sent to an electro-optic intensity modulator which is driven with a 25
GHz RF clock. The modulation produces side-bands to the comb lines
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that will be proportional to the RF power sent to the modulator (see
Chapter Two for details). If the number of side-bands (n) between the
comb modes and the modulation frequency (fmod) are properly chosen,
the side-bands of two comb lines will meet in the center of the comb
spacing and producing a beat note (fbeat). The repetition rate can be
calculated as follows:

frep = n× fmod ± fbeat (5.4)

The subtraction or addition of the beat note will depend if the side-
bands have crossed each other or are nearby, respectively. This will be
difficult to distinguish if fbeat has a lower frequency than the resolution
of the optical spectrum analyzer (usually in the GHz range) and as shown
in Figure 5.2 (b), the side-bands will appear to overlap. Therefore, to
calculate frep prior information on the FSR of the microresonator will be
needed. If the FSR is unknown, one can sweep the modulation frequency
in a range of MHz and monitor the frequency of the beat note. If by
increasing fmod, the frequency of the beat note decreases, the side-bands
have not crossed each other and fmod should be added. On the contrary,
the beat note should be substracted if its frequency increases at a higher
fmod.
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Figure 5.2: Electro-optic downconversion of the repetition rate. (a) The ex-
perimental setup consists of an electro-optic intensity modulator that is driven
with a high-power RF signal that modulates a generated microcomb. An
erbium-doped fiber amplifier is used to boost the optical signal and send it
to a fast photo-detector. (b) Measured spectra using an optical spectrum ana-
lyzer of a microcomb with a repetition rate of 100 GHz (blue) and the output
of the modulator (orange). The third-order sidebands of two neighboring comb
lines produce a beat note in the MHz range.
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5.2.2 Pump drifting monitoring

The implemented thermal locking maintains a fixed detuning, however,
the frequency of the resonance and the pump laser can drift over a long
time scale. To monitor the drifting of the pump frequency, the setup
shown in Figure 5.3 was used. The optical layout is part of a commercial
system of a self-referenced frequency comb, the light of the pump laser,
and the frequency comb are collimated and combined using a beam split-
ter. A free-space grating is then used to spectrally filter a narrow band
of the frequency comb together with the pump laser, which prevents
the saturation of the photo-detector. This heterodyne process generates
multiple beat notes between the pump laser and the frequency comb,
which corresponds to the frequency offset of the pump with respect to
the comb lines that are spaced at 250 MHz.

A single beat note is isolated using a low-pass filter and later amplified
to be monitored using a spectrum analyzer as shown in the left of Figure
5.3. Although this process was realized only for monitoring the drifting of
the pump frequency over time in paper E, the same signal could be used
for a phase locking scheme. It would be needed to process the beat note
using a digital phase comparator which outputs an error signal that can
fed to a servo-control and generate a correction signal for the laser [177].
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Figure 5.3: Setup of the measurement. The generation of a beat note between
is made by spatially overlapping the collimated beams of the pump laser and
a self-referenced comb. As the photo-detector will record the beating with
multiple adjacent lines, the electrical signal is low-pass (LPF) filtered and later
measured with an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA).
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Chapter 6

Future outlook

This thesis has focused on presenting techniques for conducting interfer-
ometry using chip-scale frequency combs. The research conducted ex-
plored the physics of on-chip frequency comb generation and addressed
the various technical challenges associated with their implementation in
dual-comb interferometry. In my opinion, there are a number of steps to
be taken to fully harness the potential of microcombs out of the labora-
tory.

Integration of a turn-key dual-comb interferome-
ter

From an engineering perspective and since many of the efforts on this
thesis and ongoing research are to bring the photonic devices out of
the lab, a natural step would be to package a ready-to-use dual-comb
spectrometer. The experimental implementations were performed using
state-of-the-art laboratory equipment, however, most of the instrumen-
tal can be replaced with single components once the operation of the
microcomb has been characterized. For instance, the pump laser could
be hybrid integrated into a silicon nitride chip [178–180], where two mi-
crocombs can be generated simultaneously [40]. This integration would
eliminate the need for fiber connections by employing a single photonic
integrated circuit. Furthermore, the large availability of electronics can
also facilitate the development of an application-specific circuit, thereby
automating comb generation and control, as well as the real-time acqui-
sition and processing of data.

An instrument possessing the attributes of a dual-comb interferome-
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ter could be adapted to explore other applications beyond spectroscopy.
For instance, it could be tailored for ranging applications, allowing for
the precise measurement of large distances. Additionally, it could find
application in hyper-spectral imaging, enabling the spatial analysis of the
spectral composition of specific samples. Such demonstrations have been
reported in the literature, which highlights the versatility and potential
of dual-comb interferometry beyond its use in spectroscopic analysis.

Combination of DCS with swept-wavelength in-
terferometry

The spectral resolution attainable with DCS is fundamentally limited by
the linewidth of the comb teeth. However, the spectral sampling is given
by the repetition rate of the frequency comb. This spacing, which is
typically in hundreds of GHz for microcombs, can be overcome with the
combination of swept-wavelength interferometry [181, 182]. Using such
an approach, the common pump laser is swept over the repetition rate
span, which in turn reduces the resolution to narrower than the comb
linewidth.

The challenge of implementing the sweeping of the pump laser lies
in maintaining a constant detuning between the laser and the pump
resonance [183]. This means that it is needed to tune the resonance of
the main cavity over the full FSR of the comb while keeping a mode-
locked state. This thesis work has laid out some of the foundations for
the tuning of microcombs.

The key feature of realizing such a task is combining the high spectral
resolution of swept-wavelength interferometry with a broad bandwidth
frequency comb. Ideally, by using this technique it is possible to perform
high-resolution spectroscopy over hundreds of nanometers. Applied to
molecular spectroscopy, this would imply the massive characterization in
parallel of multiple species.
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Summary of Papers

Paper A

Coherent supercontinuum generation in all-normal dispersion
Si3N4 waveguides,
Optics Express, 30, 8641-8651, 2022.

In this paper we study the coherence properties of supercontinuum
generation using straight waveguides in the normal dispersion regime.
The spectrum of sub-picosecond pulses from an electro-optic comb with
a high repetition rate is broadened by means of self-phase modulation
in the normal dispersion. Pulses with higher energy with a femtosecond
duration are also used as a pump source to access the optical wave-
breaking regime.

My contributions: I assisted in the design of the waveguide and
conducted the characterization of different samples. I conducted all the
experiments for the generation and characterization of the supercontin-
uum. I wrote the paper with support from the co-authors and presented
the work at CLEO Europe 2021.

Paper B

Platicon dynamics in photonic molecules,
Communication Physics, 6, 303, 2023.

In this work, we demonstrate the generation of a frequency comb
in the normal dispersion regime using a dual-cavity architecture. An
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important aspect of the design of this dual-cavity architecture is that
the main cavity has a larger FSR than the auxiliary cavity. In this way,
the avoided mode-crossing is only induced on a single resonance. As a
consequence, the engineered comb spectra exhibit a symmetric and flat
distribution characteristic of a platicon microcomb.

My contributions: I conducted all the lab experiments and made
simulations for the study of the coupling between the repetition rate and
pump detuning. I wrote the paper with support from the co-authors and
presented part of the work at CLEO USA 2022.

Paper C

Frequency-comb-based spectral interferometry for characteri-
zation of photonic devices,
Micromachines, 13, no 4, p. 614, 2022.

We present a state-of-the-art concerning the use of frequency combs
for spectral interferometry. The benefits leveraged by frequency combs
are discussed using different interferometry configurations.

My contributions: I wrote the sections that describe the techniques
of time and spectral domain and a sub-section of the applications. I
assisted in the preparation of the complete manuscript.

Paper D

Super-efficient microcombs at the wafer level,
Submitted, 2023.

In this paper, we analyzed the yield of frequency comb generation
in photonic molecule chips fabricated in the same wafer. We report a
high fabrication yield of microcombs with a power conversion efficiency
higher than 50 percent. We demonstrate their utilization for tri-comb
phase-sensitive interferometry experiments which demonstrate the op-
portunities enabled by microcombs in a scalable platform.

My contributions: I performed multiple dual-comb interferometry
where a single local oscillator was used to map the optical spectrum of
two additional microcombs interacting with separate devices under test.
I wrote the part of the manuscript related to comb interferometry.
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Paper E

Active feedback stabilization of super-efficient microcombs,
Submitted, 2023.

We experimentally demonstrate control of a super-efficient micro-
comb generated in a photonic molecule using the soliton power. Our
findings demonstrate that our architectural approach effectively couples
the effective comb detuning with the soliton power. Employing this
method, we achieve the stabilization of a highly efficient microcomb in-
definitely, enabling its practical deployment for dual-comb spectroscopy
applications.

My contributions: I designed and implemented the experiments
to perform the active stabilization of the microcomb. I wrote the paper
and presented part of the results at CLEO Europe 2023.

Paper F

Thermal-controlled scanning of a bright soliton,
Proceedings of Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics Europe/ Euro-
pean Quantum Electronics Conference (CLEO/Europe-EQEC), Munich,
Germany, paper ed62, 2023.

We report the tuning of the modes of a bright soliton comb by ther-
mally tuning the resonances of a photonic molecule. We implement a
thermal control feedback system to maintain a soliton state over 60 GHz.

My contributions: I conceived the idea to perform the scanning
of the microcomb and implemented the experiments. I wrote the paper
and presented the results at CLEO Europe 2023.
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Chapter 8

Appendices

Appendix A - Experimental setup to perform
dual-comb interferometry using microcombs

The experiments discussed in Chapter 4 were conducted using the op-
tical setup illustrated in Figure 8.1. The component specifications are
outlined in Table 8.1. The generation of the combs involved two coupling
stages (see the top-left of the figure), each comprising micro-positioners
with piezo controllers and lensed fibers for light coupling. The chip was
clamped in a temperature-controlled holder regulated by a thermistor,
thermo-electric cooler, and PID controller, which facilitated stable tem-
perature conditions. To apply an electrical current to the heaters, prob-
ing tungsten tips are placed on the electrical pad of the chips, the tips
are mounted on individual micropositioners (Everbeing EB-050). Three
pads are connected, a contact for the main cavity heater, an auxiliary
heater, and a common pad used for grounding. These probes are con-
nected to the AWG with a 1 mV resolution, although the AWG is usually
configured as a DC supply, an arbitrary waveform can be programmed
(in paper F, a square root function was needed).

After the microcombs are generated, the comb converted power
(Conv.1 /Conv.2) is splitted for monitoring and for control using a Red
Pitaya (RP), and a proportional-integral control loop is implemented us-
ing a python-based open-source package (PyrpL). One of the combs is
sent to a pulse shaper (Finisar Waveshaper) where arbitrary filters are
programmed. The combs are combined using a 3 dB coupler and sent
to a balanced photo-detector which is later amplified. The output of the
amplifier is connected directly to the oscilloscope to avoid electric delay
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lines. The measurement of the repetition rate was done as specified in
Figure 5.2. The components used for the RF circuit used for record-
ing ∆rep might differ from case to case since different power levels and
spurious signals might require a different amplification or filtering. As
a general advice, is important to monitor the RF power and the quality
of the signal after each component. The specified components in table
8.1 were used for the dual-comb interferometry experiment using super
efficient combs.

Component label Model
CW laser Toptica CTL

EDFA Amonics AEDFA-33-B-FA
BPF1 Koshin Kogaku Filter

PC1, PC2 FPC032
AOM Brimrose AMF-25-4-1550-2FP

PM 1-4 Power meters
AWG Keysight 33522B

VA1, VA2 Voltage adder circuits
LPF Thorlabs <52 MHz
RTS1 R&S RTA4004

FBG1, FBG2 AOS Tunable FBG
PD 1-4 Thorlabs DET08CFC

WS Finisar Waveshaper
BPD Thorlabs BDX3BA/BDX1EVB
RP1 Red Pitaya STEMlab 125-14

AMP1 JDS H301-1210
AMP2 Wenteq ABL0015-0012317
AMP3 Mini-circuits ZFL-1000LN+
AMP4 Picosecond 5840
MX Mini-circuits ZFM-4

RTS2 Tektronix DSA71604

Table 8.1: List of components
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Chapter 8. Appendices

Appendix B - Free-space coupling of light into a
nano-photonic waveguide

Here is a summary of the essential steps required to align free-space
light into a waveguide, aimed to prevent the pulse distortion caused by
nonlinear effects in fibers:

Free-space pumping

The pump pulse originates from a mode-locked laser within a commercial
self-referenced comb system (Menlo FC1500). This femtosecond pulse is
first amplified and then collimated to produce a free-space beam. As
the beam has an initial diameter of approximately 2 mm, it necessi-
tates expansion up to 8 mm to achieve a diffraction-limited spot of 2.4
micrometers, matching the mode field diameter of the waveguide.

The essential setup is depicted in Figure 8.2 (a). The collimated beam
is directed to the beam expander (Thorlabs GBE05-C). Subsequently,
the expanded beam passes through a λ/2 waveplate, serving to alter
the polarization of the beam. Finally, the beam is directed towards an
achromatic doublet (AC080-010-ML) featuring a focal length of 10 mm.

Alignment procedure

1. Place the achromatic doublet so that its center is roughly at the
same level as the input of the waveguide in the "z" axis (propagation
direction). Maintain an approximate distance between the edge of the
lens and the input facet of the chip equal to the focal length.

2. Initially optimize the height of the micro-positioning stage sup-
porting the chip. Monitor the light on the opposite side of the chip
using a fluorescent card suitable for near-infrared light (ensure the en-
vironment light is dimmed for visibility). Adjust the height until an
interference pattern is observed at the edge of the waveguide as shown
in Figure 8.2 (b).

3. After observing the diffraction pattern, fine-tune the height until
a clear beam profile is projected onto the detection card. Typically, this
will be accompanied by the illumination of the waveguide, as illustrated
in Figure 8.2 (c).

4. The last step is to adjust carefully the axis x, y and z of the
micropositioner. To improve the coupling, I used a free-space power
meter mounted in the chip holder, the area of the detector was covered
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so that only light in the center was allowed to avoid scattered light from
the input coupling. Finally, the polarization can be adjusted by rotating
the λ/2 waveplate.

chip

NIR detector
card

Light coupled

ƛ/2 plate

beam 
expander

(a))

(b) (c) (d)

achromatic 
doublet

Figure 8.2: Free-space coupling. (a) Picture of the setup used to focus a
collimated beam into a waveguide. To adjust the height, a near-infrared (NIR)
detector card was used, and the height of the chip holder was first coarsely
adjusted until a fringe pattern appeared (b). After reaching this point, the
height is finely tuned until a beam profile is observed on the card. (c) Once
the light is coupled, the waveguide is illuminated
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